Testbeams at PS T9 with the new FE-I4 telescope
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Branislav Ristic
This documentation is work in progress. It is neither complete nor can I guarantee it to be free of
errors

Accessing the hall
We are situated in building 157 at the T9 beam line, occupying the small control room. There is a
hall entrance nearby. Please keep in mind that this is a supervised zone, so you need a Dosimeter
and you are obliged to wear protective equipment: helmets and safety shoes. You will find some
yellow helmets in the control room. As we had some radiation alarms lately, please find the
radiation monitors next to the beamline control room and in our experimental area. I was assured,
that this is not dangerous. However,...
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Our setup
The telescope is composed of two arms (front and rear in beam direction) which carry three FEI4
planes each, labeled TF1...3 and TR1...3 and two scintillator planes SF and SR. Between the arms is
a XY table that hosts the DUT box. The ground plate of this box is connected to the chiller and is
temperature regulated. All devices of the telescope are powered by LV and HV power supplies in
the movable rack next to the telescope. Here you will also find the HSIO and RCE/ACTA crate.
Power supplies
HAMEG PS: FEI4 LV channels 1, 2, shared between the planes of an arm.
ISEG PS: HV for FE planes on channels 0-5. As the ISEG had some problems supplying the last
telescope plane which is our trigger plane, we switched the plane to the Keithley HV PS that
supplied the front scintillator plane. This is now disfunctional.

Keithleys: 2 HV PS and 1 switching matrix that distributes one HV channel to two SiPMs of a
scintillator plane. The Keithleys are not accessible by DCS as it has to be adapted to cope with the
changed setup (see ISEG).
LAB PS: 4xLV PS for one DUT (HVCMOS + FE), sitting in a seperate rack
Environmental sensors
NI 9600: 2x8ch(10ch) reading the NTCs on telescope modules and some freely distributable
NTCs/PT1000 (yellow cables) and humidity sensors (blue cables)
DCS
DCS is controlled by the laptop on top of the movable rack and is connected via cable to the switch
for the RCE and from there to the local network. It is reachable by RDP from the local network or
the WiFi address (which tends to change from time to time).
HVCMOS control
This laptop is next to the big green rack and connected like the DCS PC.
DAQ
This PC is in the control room and equiped by an external HDD for data storage. The volume is
mounted automatically to the /auto/2t-ext-tbdata directory and symlinked to the /data/*
directories. Please use the latter ones. It is connected like the other PCs to the local network and
via Wifi to the GPN.

Powering up the telescope / Operating the DCS
The DCS PC is accessible via RDP from the DAQ PC. Klick the DCS/Connect to DCS on the
desktop/top panel and it will automatically log you in to the machine.

If the DCS is not running (check the task bar on the lower edge of the window), launch it by double
clicking on the Start DCS button and then clicking on the arrow at the top left corner.

The DCS will start up and you should see a window like this.
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Group 1 is the connection status of the devices and gives you some general power on/off buttons.
If one device does not show up that should, klick Rescan Devices in group 2. If it still remains
disconnected, you will have to restart the DCS.
Group 2 contains the button to stop the DCS. (Please don't use the LabView stop/break button, as
this does not do the clean up).
IMPORTANT: Every time you start the DCS, you have to activate the logging manually by pressing
Start Monitor. Also please check, if the HTTP connection is OK. If not, try to access the given
url+filename in a browser. There is a HTTP server running on the DAQ server that should provide
access to a file containing the current run number.
Group 3 gives an overview of the current values for the ISEG, HAMEG, Keythleys and NTCs. Please
check here especially the ISEG columns. Green lights mean, channel is powered and ok. No lights:
channel is powered down and an orange light: Channel has tripped and you have to recover it.
The other tabs give you access to the controls of the power supplies and the channels of the
environmental sensors. They are quite self-explanatory. The ISEG one is special and will be
discussed below. When the DCS is restarted, the environmental sensor channels have to be
activated by hand and also the mapping has to be adapted. Please take the picture above as
reference.

ISEG control panel
Here you will find for each channel controls like the one
shown here. The channel will switch on, only after you turn it
on and press Set.
Tripping issues: For an odd reason, the ISEG tends to trip if
the current limits are set (too) low. In our case this means
below 100uA and for ramping even below 1mA and higher.
So especially during ramping, set a high current limit, let it
ramp, wait for half a minute and then lower it to 100uA.
If a channel tripps, press Module Clear to get it back to a sane
state and try to enable it again. Sometimes it works better if
you go up in voltage steps of 20 or 30V.
Please don't use All channels ON as this will also turn on the
unused DUT channels.

Calibration and Data Taking
On the DAQ PC open the RCE shell by clicking the icon on the
Desktop/top panel. You will get a shell with a list of DAQ
commands.
Set up the daq with startDAQSYS.csh. Ignore the error on the
first two to three lines. If all goes well you should be asked to
start your favorite gui. For data taking type cosmicGui.
Following window will appear.
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Group 1: Here you can load the global configuration by pressing Load and choosing a
configuration file from /data/rceconf/CONFNAME__KEY.cfg
Please make sure that the displayed file has the right key (version). The Data Dir is the output
directory and should be set to /data/rcedata/RunData or /data/2t-ext-tbdata/rcedata/RunData
which is a symlink to the former one.
Group 2: Here you can set the triggering, data format and file splitting. Please use the
Max Events field to set the number of events after which a new run is started. Choose this value
depending on the beam so that the runs take approx. 15 minutes.
The Trigger Source should be in our case set to ExtHSIO/FEI4 HB as we are triggering on the last
plane of the telescope. File Format should be set to RAW. Please check these settings. Otherwise
you will have no triggers or (even worse) not write any data to disk. (There will be a warning in this
case, though)
Start Run ...well, starts the run. Have a look at the shell where you opened the cosmicGui. After
the first spill you should see some statistics about the hits per plane and trigger. Check if a plane
has a constantly low rate and in doubt, check the plane (see verification of the tuning). Also
have an eye on the tossed events. There can be some every couple of 10k events, but if it
happens often ask an RCE expert.
In the Config Testbeam tab the configurations for the single FEs can be loaded. This is usually
done automatically by loading the global config file. Check, that for every Frontend T(F/R)(1..3)-1
(not the -0) the config is valid and the Included box is checked. If you want to remove a plane from
data taking, just uncheck the corresponding Included box.

The Monitoring tab will give you quite a lot of plots to check the sanity of the data.

These are some examples of good looking data.

Please have also a look at the projection plots to see if we are centered in the beam. If not move
the whole setup with the controller next to the beamline control room.
To stop data taking, stop the run and close the window.

Checking the tuning

IMPORTANT: Make sure that the telescope is out of the beam or the beam shutters are closed.
This is also a good time to check the DCS again.
Reuse the shell of the data taking or open a new RCE shell and type calibGui (CLOSE the cosmicGui
before opening calibGui). The window on the next page will appear. Check/set the configuration in
the top group and klick Load Primlist. Choose /data/primlists/configVerification.pl. Five items
should have been loaded. Click Start Run and again watch the shell for errors. The primlist takes
around 10min to finish. After that, close the calibGui and type showLastConfVerif.csh. It will open
the plots scan by scan. Read the name of the currently displayed scan in the shell.

Trouble
Sometimes (rarely) it can happen, that the DAQ crashes and the cosmicGui disappears with a
segfault. DON'T PANIC. Run the recoverRCEs.csh script and have some patience. If all goes well
you can start calib/cosmicGui and go on. If not. enter the area, power off the RCEs/ACTA crate,
press the HSIO reset button, wait a couple of seconds and turn on the crate again.

The displays on the HSIO should go to L0X5 (X=some number).
Now try to run the startDAQSYS.csh again. If it fails, try the power cycling/resetting procedure
again.

Shutting down the PC or cutting the network connection

If you really need to do so, run first
rebootRCE.exp 58
rebootRCE.exp 59
otherwise the RCEs will get stuck in an undefined state and you have to reset them manually.

Where is the data?
You can find it in the /data folder on the DAQ PC or in the afs to where it is synced every 10min by
a cron job: /afs/cern.ch/work/b/bristic/tbdata/cern*
The folder is publicly read-only.
By the way. The data on afs is a mirror of the local data. So if you corrupt the local data, the afs
one will be corrupted, too.

Updating the software
The software is stored on the CERN svn. However, in order to keep track of local changes git-svn is
used as an interface to the central server and the actual version is in the branch “local”. If you
have to update the software, make first sure that you are in a RCE shell. Then update the master
branch and rebase the local one on the new master HEAD. If in doubt, ask somebody that knows
git to help you. Now, run make JOBS=4. If this fails, run make clean and then make JOBS=4. Don't
forget the JOBS=4, otherwise it will start 16 parallel processes that will eat up your RAM and
eventually die.

Controlling the Nitrogen line
The valves for the gas are outside the area in the yellow fenced area. Find our outlet and make
sure that the valve on the flow meter is closed. Then open the main valve and finally the one on
the flow meter. The other valves should be set propperly.
Flow meter Main valve

Moving stages

For the big (green) xy table, find the controls at the
end of the stairs to the beamline control room. The
table can be moved by the two outer buttons of a
group. If pressed in combination with the middle
button, the movement is quite quickly. DON'T USE
IT. If you need to move it big distances >5cm have
somebody close to the setup observing the cables.
The small XY stages for the DUT box are controlled
by the motion controller box on the movable rack.
Unfortunately it does not work with RS232-to-USB
converters, so in order to use it you have to
disconnect the HAMEG from the DCS PC and
connect the controller directly. Connect it also to the
stages and open the controlling software by clicking
on the OES icon. The panel is quite self-explanatory.
DON'T USE the fast mode, especially for the vertical
stage

Logbooks, spreadsheets, documentation
During data taking, please write as much as possible to the elog and also for every run keep the
conditions in the Google spreadsheet. Both will open as pinned tabs if you open Firefox on the DAQ
PC.
IMPORTANT: Having a good knowledge about the condition during data taking is essential for
understanding reconstruction results later on. So WRITE, WRITE, WRITE.

